
The National Contingency Plan (NCP) is an operational 
supplement to the National Response Framework (NRF). 

The NCP is authorized by the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) as amended by 
section 311 of the Clean Water Act and the Oil Pollution Act of 
1990 (OPA 90).

It provides more detailed information regarding the roles and 
responsibilities, organizational structures, and procedures 
described in ESF #10. 
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 High level, “whole 
community” all-hazard 
response:
 Government – F/S/T/L
 Private sector/NGO
 Community

 For federal response:
 Stafford Act
 NCP
 Other authorities (e.g., 

HHS & USDA authorities)

 Primarily a detailed federal 
ops plan for a generic, 
catastrophic Stafford Act 
response led by FEMA

 ESFs and Support Annexes 
can be activated to support 
ops as needed

 Also recognizes federal 
responses may be led by 
other agencies under other 
federal authorities (such as 
NCP) – but no detailed ops 
plans for other types of 
responses

 Address unique details of 
federal response and 
recovery for specific types 
of incidents (e.g., special 
teams or procedures) –
Stafford and non-Stafford

 Allow more discussion of 
how non-Stafford Act 
federal response and 
recovery ops are conducted

 Serves as 
operational 
supplement to 
NRF

 The detailed 
federal ops 
plan for NCP 
responses

NCP ESF #10 – Oil & Hazmat Response

NRS

Oil/Hazmat Response

 Can be activated for:
● Stafford Act responses
● ESF support to other agencies

 ESF #10 addresses environmental cleanup; 
other ESFs can address other aspects of 
oil/hazmat incident (e.g., federal support for 
medical response)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s dive a little deeper into understanding what you can find in each of the key Response planning documents, particularly related to the Stafford Act and to EPA’s oil/hazmat response activities.  Don’t worry, we don’t expect you to memorize any of this – just giving you an idea of how everything is laid out.As we discussed, the National Response Framework discusses the general roles of the whole community in responding to all-hazard incidents.  For the federal government part of the response, it simply recognizes that the federal government may be responding under various laws, and that could be the Stafford Act, NCP, or other federal authorities.   For example, HHS has authorities for responding to public health emergencies like pandemic flu, Ebola, and the Zika virus, while USDA has authorities for responding to food/ag incidents such as mad cow disease or foot-and-mouth disease.  EPA’s oil/hazmat response capabilities can be implemented in 2 ways:Either through conducting our normal NCP responses – and you’ll see on the diagram that the NCP serves as its own operational supplement to the NRF; orThrough an activation of the ESF #10 – Oil and Hazardous Materials Response Annex.   ESF #10 can be activated during a Stafford Act response, or if another Federal agency that is leading a response under its own authorities needs our assistance – for example, HHS or USDA.   We’ll spend most of our time today discussing the process for FEMA to activate and Mission Assign EPA to conduct work under ESF #10 for Stafford Act incidents.In both cases, we use the resources and structure of our NCP National Response System to conduct the response.Supporting the NRF is the Response FIOPThe planning assumptions for the Response FIOP are that a catastrophic incident has occurred, leading to a Stafford Act declaration.  So the procedures in the Response FIOP are primarily focused on explaining how a federal Stafford Act response, led by FEMA, is conducted.ESFs and Support Annexes can be activated to support the implementation of the Response FIOP.While the Response FIOP focuses on a Stafford Act response, it does acknowledge that some federal responses may be led by other federal agencies using other federal authorities, including the NCP.A series of Incident Annexes support both the Response and Recovery FIOPSThe Incident Annexes provide a place where any unique federal procedures or federal teams that might apply specifically to one type of incident – Stafford or non-Stafford Act -- can be described.   They also provide a place where the federal interagency response to non-Stafford Act incidents can be described in more detail.



Federal responses to oil and hazardous materials incidents 
under the authorities of CERCLA and the FWPCA that do not 
warrant DHS coordination are conducted under the NCP.

Federal OSC’s carry out their responsibilities under the NCP to 
coordinate, integrate, and manage overall oil and hazardous 
materials response efforts in accordance with existing 
delegations of authority. 



NCP Lead for On-Scene Response

Federal On-Scene Coordinators (OSCs) are the 
incident commanders for NCP federal responses
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EPA - Provides OSC for NCP “inland zone”
- OSCs located in EPA regional offices

USCG - Provides FOSC for NCP “coastal zone”
- FOSCs located in USCG Sector Offices

DOD and DOE Have OSC authority for emergency 
responses to CERCLA releases from their 
facilities/vessels/weapons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- You are all familiar with Stafford Act responses, and how they are coordinated by FEMA FCOs.   - Under the NCP, emergency responses are coordinated by federal “On-Scene Coordinators” or OSCs.  - The OSC’s CERCLA/CWA authority to direct responses is delegated down from the President.  - OSCs are also “Incident Commanders” under NIMS/ICS, trained and credentialed to direct response operations at the tactical, on-scene level.- The NCP divides the U.S. into an “inland zone” and “coastal zone,” with EPA providing inland zone OSCs and USCG providing coastal zone OSCs. - EPA and USCG OSCs are located in the EPA/USCG field offices.- EPA has approximately 230 OSCs nationwide and USCG has approximately 35 (with additional personnel authorized to act as an OSC’s    representative).- OSCs also conduct planning/preparedness activities year-round.- Both agencies have a decentralized approach to responses where our field offices are the leads for NCP responses.  The role of EPA/USCG HQ is to manage   the NCP program at the national level, and provide oversight and support for NCP field responses as needed.  - The President also delegated OSC authority to DOD and DOE for emergency responses involving CERCLA releases from their facilities, vessels, and weapons.    So DOD and DOE would lead NCP responses, both on- and off-site, for their CERCLA incidents.
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Key Differences Between Stafford Act and NCP 

Stafford Act NCP

Lead agency:  FEMA Lead agency:  EPA or USCG
● DOE and DOD also have OSC emergency response 

authority for their CERCLA incidents

Request for federal support must be 
made by state (Governor) or tribe (Chief 
Executive)
● Except for certain emergencies involving primary

federal responsibility

● Federal gov’t makes independent evaluation of 
need for federal response .

● State/tribal requests for help do not have to come
from Governor/Chief Executive level.

Federal role is to support states/tribes ● Federal gov’t may, and in some cases must, lead
the response

● Federal gov’t has on-scene, tactical command 
authority

N/A Federal gov’t has enforcement authorities over 
responsible parties

State cost share may be required No state cost share for emergency responses

Broad scope of federal assistance Scope of federal response as defined in CERCLA and 
CWA/OPA – may not be as broad as Stafford

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not going to go over this in detail, but this table gives you a quick overview of some of the key differences between the Stafford Act and the NCP emergency response program



Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund or 
Stafford Act Funding
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Broad authority to directly fund 
response and compensation to an oil 

spill emergency in US waters. 

OSLTF is supported by imposition of 
a per barrel tax on the Oil Industry 

Broad authority to provide federally 
funded assistance to the State upon 

request when President Declares 
Disaster or Emergency

Stafford Act funds are provided by 
special appropriation from Congress 

using general tax revenues.  

A Responsible Party (RP) must  pay for all 
“response” costs or reimburse the OSLTF.  
There are limits of liability for “damages”.  

There is no state cost share.

States may be responsible for 25% cost 
share of Stafford Act expenditures.  

There is no Responsible Party 
reimbursement. 

OSLTF Claims process requires 
claimant to submit to RP who has 90 
days to pay – delays reimbursement

Stafford Act allows claimant to submit 
directly to FEMA – may expedite 

reimbursement

OSLTF does not compensate personal 
injury

Stafford Act may compensate 
personal injury

Purpose

Source

Cost Share

Claims

Personal 
Injury

OSLTF Stafford Act

Polluter pays for incident, backed by 
Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund (OSLTF) Who Pays

Federal/States Governments pay for 
incident
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Presentation Notes
Area Committees include federal, state, and local agencies with responsibilities in developing ACPs.   Areas of Responsibility may include several local planning districts and/or parts of such districts.  Optional:  In practice, RCPs often serve as the ACP for the inland zone, but several separate ACPs are prepared for different coastal zone areas under the RCP.



NCP Response with ESF Support 

 Additional potential approach for oil/hazmat response 
called “NCP Response with ESF Support”

 Described in the Oil/Chemical Incident Annex to 
Response/Recovery FIOPs

 Where extraordinary federal support, beyond normal 
RRT/NRT, is needed

 Uses FEMA incident support approach also being 
developed for other federal agencies with independent 
emergency authorities.

 FRC vs FCO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For your awareness, we also wanted to briefly remind you of a new, additional approach that may be used to respond to large-scale NCP incidents – expected to be rareDeveloped as result of DWH lessons learned – during DWH, many federal agencies provided types of support not normally called upon for more routine NCP responsesNew approach was documented in the draft Oil/Chemical Incident Annex that underwent ESFLG/RSFLG and then DRG review some months ago – still awaiting releaseEPA/USCG may fund this “extraordinary” support by other federal agencies if support provided is within scope of CWA/OPA and CERCLA



NCP Response with ESF Support
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FEMA provides a “Federal Resource Coordinator” to help activate and coordinate needed ESFsESFs may provide support at on-scene level, or more broadly at regional/national level, as needed
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